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ABSTRACT
Background
Communication is a deeply rooted characteristic of science. Beginning with the launch of scientific periodicals
in London and Paris in the seventeenth century, scientists have given a high priority to the exchange of
information and widely disclosing the results of their research. This compelling motivation led William Garvey
to declare that communication is the “essence of science” (Garvey, 1979). While information sharing is central
to scientific pursuits, much about the networks in which scientific information circulates remains to be
explored by communication scholars, particularly historical systems. In a 2004 essay, entitled “Knowledge in
transit,” James Secord, Director of the Darwin Correspondence Project, stated that “the narrative frameworks
used by historians of science need to come to terms with diversity of understanding science as a form of
communication” (Secord, 2004, p. 654). Today’s movement of massive quantities of information around the
globe, made possible by advances in networking and computing technologies, has triggered the development
of powerful digital tools and methodologies to probe communication networks in new ways. These techniques
open up the possibility of studying both historical and current-day communication networks to determine
similarities and differences in information exchange activities among scientists. While the large volume of
information flowing through today’s communication networks is receiving extensive study (e.g., Cvitanovic et
al., 2017; Haythornthwaite et al., 2018), much less attention has been focused on gaining an understanding of
the substantial movement of scientific information through the postal networks of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The difficulty in working with print-based records has inhibited detailed analyses of
historical networks. However, the growing body of historical records being made available in digitized format
recently offers the potential of applying digital tools to draw out characteristics of communication networks in
the print-dominated periods, which can provide evidence to compare with current day networks.

Objective
Communication fosters relationships among scientists, allows for the exchange of ideas and research findings,
and creates avenues for scientists to seek and obtain information by formal and informal means. The act of
transmitting scientific findings directly to other individuals creates ties among the individuals, regardless of the
transmission medium. Letters, tweets, email messages, and posts to a variety of other platforms are all means
by which networks of scientific exchange can be created. Scientific work is not placeless; who is involved,
where the activity occurs, when research is conducted, and how information is shared matters (Livingston,
2003; 2005). Thus, the communication of scientific information needs to be examined in more than local

settings of time and place, even though such study originates in particular places. This paper begins with
applying social network analysis methods to gain an understanding of communication patterns in the
correspondence records of Edwin Gilpin, a Victorian era government-based scientist employed in a geological
and mining engineering position (Duggan & MacDonald, 2008; 2011), which is then compared to the Twitter
activity of selected twenty-first scientists in similar employment. The objective is to demonstrate that social
network analysis methodology can uncover prominent characteristics of communication networks in both
periods.

Methods
As an example of many thousands of letters circulating within scientific networks in the Victorian period (for
example, see Goldstein, 1994; 2008, MacDonald, 2012), the surviving correspondence (numbering more than
1,300 letters) of Edwin Gilpin Jr. was read and coded for network analysis. A database of three types of
metadata was created, namely information about the author and recipient of each letter, the subject content
of each letter, and the connections or links between individuals identified in the letters. Visualizations of the
coded data were prepared with ORA software (Organizational Risk Analyzer) developed by the Center for
Computational Analysis of Social and Organizational Systems at Carnegie Mellon University. This network
analysis and visualization software provides techniques for studying the “design structure of an
organization…[e.g.] the relationship among its personnel, knowledge resources, and tasks entities” (Carley et
al., 2011).
For comparison of the historical case with current day information sharing, Twitter was selected because the
communication traffic is publicly accessible for analytical purposes. Twitter serves much like a letter of earlier
decades since information about the senders, recipients (followers), subjects, other connections, and
attachments are all available. While differences exist between Twitter posts and written letters — the openly
public nature of tweets contrasts to the limited access of most letters to sender and recipient, and the brief
message length of tweets compared to letters (many letters were brief, however) — information was (is)
transmitted between scientists in both media. A sample of scientists communicating via Twitter was selected,
via the online application FollowerWonk, to reflect Gilpin’s field of activity, i.e., scientists who work in earth
science subjects and work within a government-based context. Netlytic, a tool designed for analyzing social
networks (netlytic.org) and employed in studies of online conversations, was used to capture Twitter traffic of
the selected scientists over the period of a month. Based on the search terms used, Netlytic only collects and
displays tweets directed at another user. Thus, only tweets that are part of a conversation or clearly labeled as
directed messages are collected and analyzed. General tweets from a user, without an @ tag, are not
comparable to a letter, as they are similar to announcements or diary entries that happen to be public. The
collected tweets were subjected to content analysis following a framework for science discourse on Twitter
developed by Holmberg and Thelwall (2014), and the findings of Gruzd and Goertzen (2013) grounded in the

Uses and Gratifications theory regarding reasons that some social scientists use social media to disseminate
information, socialize, and gather information.

Results
For this research, we use a mixed-method approach that relies on both network and content analysis. The
network analysis of scholarly communication networks helped us examine a variety of relationships among
numerous actors in the networks, and the content analysis of the correspondence offers insights about
information exchanges between local, national, and international nodes in the networks. While the analysis of
the data is currently being finalized, below are some preliminary observations.
With regard to the communication activities of the selected current-day scientists, the methodology applied in
this study generated datasets that are appropriate for assessing the similarity and differences with
communication patterns in the Victorian period. The coding framework developed for current-day
communication via Twitter can be applied to the correspondence records of earlier decades to identify
similarities and differences in information sharing through the networks in each period. The points of
comparison show that geography and distance may not be markedly different, while timing of information
transfer is shaped by the communication technology used in the network. Moreover, network analysis
methods can reveal characteristics of historical periods in a manner similar to communication through digital
platforms today (see, for example, Figure 1). These analytical techniques will aid in understanding the
importance of communication networks that grew over time.

Figure 1. Scholarly Communication: Then and Now
In “Landscapes of Knowledge,” D. N. Livingston stated: “scientific knowledge is a geographical phenomenon. It
is acquired in specific sites, it circulates from location to location, it transforms the world” (Livingston, 2010, p.
18). That information networks facilitate the circulation of scientific knowledge is well established. How

networks operated historically is not yet well understood, however. This paper shows that the tools developed
to characterize and understand the complexities of digitally-enabled networks of the present day can be
applied to networks of earlier periods. While information exchanges were affected by the technologies of the
time, determining the attributes of earlier scientific networks can identify communication patterns that persist
regardless of platform and those that do not.
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